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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to try and survey some connections between formal 
language theory and group theory. These connections have been richly exploited (see 
[l-4,7, 12, 15, 16, 1%20,29,30.33-351 for example), and we hope to illustrate some of 
them, as well as proving some new results about one-counter groups. To try and make 
this paper accessible to both group theorists and computer scientists, we have tried to 
include all the relevant definitions and terminology from each area; our main general 
references for formal language theory are [.5, 17,231 and for group theory [26,28]. To 
make it easier to locate the results referred to in subsequent proofs, etc., we have 
numbered all the results, including those proved elsewhere and included here for 
reference. A preliminary version of this paper appeared as [21]. 
The basic structure of the paper is as follows. In this section, we define many of the 
terms we need. In Section 2, we introduce the link between groups and formal 
language theory via the word problem of the group, and explain why groups whose 
word problem is a regular. one-counter or context-free language are of particular 
interest. In Section 3, we give an overview of the concepts of rational and recognizable 
sets in monoids, and. in Section 4. we consider context-free groups and the theory of 
the ends of a group, and explain the relationship between them. In Section 5, we study 
one-counter groups, give a group-theoretical characterization of them (Theorem 5.4) 
and also make some remarks about their presentations. Following on from Section 3, 
we concentrate on rational and recognizable sets in groups in Section 6, and use these 
ideas to give another characterization of one-counter groups (Theorem 6.7). 
In Section 7, we introduce the idea of star-height and generalized star-height in 
a monoid; we show that non-cyclic free groups contain subsets of star-height 2 
(Theorem 7.4) and use this to show that the one-counter groups are precisely the 
context-free groups in which every rational subset has star-height at most one 
(Theorem 7.5). 
Throughout. if C is a finite set (or trlphahet), we let C* denote the set of all finite 
stvir~ys (or ~rds) of symbols from z‘, including the empty string h, and C+ to be the set 
of all nonempty finite strings of symbols from C. To put this another way, C* is the 
free monoid generated by 1, and C+ is the free semigroup generated by C. A subset of 
c* is known as a /anyua~~clr. 
If L1 and L2 are subsets of ,?I*, we let L, L2 denote (c@: YEL,, PELT}, and, for any 
subset L of C*, we let L’ denote LL, L” denote L’L = LL’, etc., and let Lo denote {h). 
For any subset L of I*, we define L* to be the set of all strings formed by 
concatenating zero or more elements of L, i.e. L* = u [L”: n 3 O), and we define L+ to 
be the set of all strings formed by concatenating one or more elements of L, i.e. 
L+ = U (L”: n > 01. To put this another way, L* is the free submonoid of Z* generated 
by L, and L+ is the free subsemigroup generated by L. For any set S, we let (J(S) 
denote the set of all subsets of S. 
A (nondete~minis~i~~),finitr wto17711ro17 M is a quintuple (Q, C, 6, s, F), where Q and 
1 are non-empty finite sets, (5 is a subset of Q x 2‘ x Q, SEQ and F is a subset of Q. We 
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may extend 6 to a subset of Q x C + x Q by composition, i.e. by inductively defining 
(q, a/I, r) to be in 6, where aeC and /?EC*, if and only if (q, a, ~)Ec? and (p, /I, T)E~ for 
some ~EQ, and then extend 6 to a subset of Q x C* x Q by defining (q, h, r) to be in 6 if 
and only if q = r. 
We say that a finite automaton M accepts MEC* if (s, ~l,f)& for somefEF, and we 
let L(M) denote the set of all words accepted by M. We say that LcC* is regular if 
L= L(M) for some finite automaton M, and let 9Y denote the class of all regular 
languages. If we want to specify the regular languages over a particular alphabet C, we 
write d(C*). 
A finite automaton is deterministic if 6 is a partial function from Q x C to Q. It is, in 
fact, true (see [23] for example) that, if L is regular, then L=L(M) for some 
deterministic finite automaton M. 
Closely tied up with finite automata are rational expressions. The set of rational 
expressions over an alphabet C is defined inductively as follows: 
(i) 8 and a are rational expressions (for any UEZ); 
(ii) if E and E’ are rational expressions, then (E u E’), (EE’) and E * are rational 
expressions. 
A rational expression is just a convenient notation for a language as explained in the 
following inductive definition; if E is a rational expression over C, then the language 
L(E) denoted by E is defined as follows: 
(i) if I?=@, then L(E)=@; 
(ii) if E=u (where UEZ), then L(E)= {a}; 
(iii) if E=(E,uE,), then L(E)=L(E,)uL(E,); 
(iv) if E=(E,E2), then L(E)=L(E,)L(E,); 
(v) if E= ET, then L(E)= L(E,)*. 
We extend these concepts to arbitrary monoids in Section 3. As far as free monoids are 
concerned, we have the following fundamental result. 
Theorem 1.1. If L&C*, then L is a regular language if and only if L= L(E) for some 
rational expression E over C. 
Proof. See [23, Section 23 or [ 17, Theorem 2.4.11 for example. 0 
Let 3 be a class of languages. We say that B is closed under homomorphism if 
LEF, LsC*, 4: C*-+Q* a monoid homomorphism * Lc$EB, 
and that 9 is closed under inverse homomorphism if 
LEE, L E Q*, 4 : C* +Q* a monoid homomorphism * Lc#-IcF. 
We say that .F is closed under union if 
that 3 is closed under intersection if 
that .F is closed under concatenation if 
LES, L’E.F, LzC*, L’EC* => LL’E.3, 
and that 3 is closed under (Kleene) star if 
LE.F, LG c* + L*E.F. 
We also say that .F is closed under intersection tvith regular 1unyuage.s if 
LE.F, L’E./A, LcC*, L’iC” - Lr-IL’E.9 
So, we could have defined the class .# of regular languages to be the smallest class of 
languages containing all finite languages that is closed under union, concatenation 
and Kleene star. The following result is also useful. 
Proposition 1.2. Let C he u,finite set and L c C*. Then L is regular if’and only fthere is 
u jnite monoid N, a tnonoid homotnorphism 4 : Z *-+N and u subset T qf N such that 
L= Tcj-‘. 
Proof. See [S, Proposition 1.4.41 for example. U 
We now extend our machine by adding a stack. A (nondeterministic) pushdown 
automaton M is a sextuple (Q, C, r, 6, s, F), where Q, C and I- are finite sets with # or, 
6 is a finite subset of Q x (C u (Ai ) x r x Q x r*, SEQ and F G Q. In addition, we insist 
that 
(4, u, #, r, ;‘)E6 - ;lErT { # i, (q, a, 9, r, yk6, g~r, = j’dT, 
where r, = r- ( # 1\, We define a conjiguration of M to be an element of 
Q x C* x r? ( # ]. We write (4, CID, y;l) I= (r, /j, fly) if aEZ and (y, a, y, r, O)E& and 
(4, /I, gy) I= (r, /I, 07) if (4, h, CJ, r, @EC?. We let (= * denote the reflexive transitive closure 
of/=,andsaythat Mucceptsscif(s,r, #)I=*(,f,h.y#)forsomefiFandyET?. As 
before, we let L(M) denote the set of all words accepted by M, and say that a language 
L is c.ontext:fj.ee if L= L(M) for some pushdown automaton M. We let ‘6.2 denote the 
class of all context-free languages. 
We should note that most definitions of a pushdown automaton do not insist on the 
existence of the bottom symbol #. However, any machine with such a symbol is 
a pushdown automaton in the wider sense, and any language accepted by a pushdown 
automaton without such a symbol is accepted by a pushdown automaton with that 
symbol, so that the classes of languages accepted by the two types of machines are the 
same. Since we will be particularly interested in the one-counter languages, a subclass 
of the context-free languages accepted by a particular type of pushdown automaton 
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where the bottom symbol must be present, it seems more natural to take this 
definition of pushdown automaton here. 
If, given any configuration (4, CI, 7)) there is at most one configuration (Y, fl, 0) such 
that (q, x, 7) I= (Y, /I, d), we say that the pushdown automaton is deterministic. If 
L= L(M) for some deterministic pushdown automaton M, we say that L is a determin- 
istic contextjke languuge. We let C&G9 denote the class of all deterministic context- 
free languages. 
It is clear that .8 c 9555 G 559; in fact, .M c 8VY c %‘9. For example, if L = { a”b”: 
nEkI/), then LEG%,F-.%‘, and if L’= {a’b’cj: i,jEN 1 u {a’bjcj: i,jEkJ}, then 
L’E%.F - ,B?F; see [23] for details. 
An alternative approach to formal languages is by means of grammars generating 
a language, as opposed to machines accepting that language. An (unrestricted) 
grammar U is a quadruple (N, C, P, S), where N and Z are disjoint finite sets, P is 
a finite subset of (V*-C*)x V* (where V=NuC) and SEN. 
If U =(N, 1, P, S) is a grammar and (SI, fl)~P, we write r+fi, and then, if 7 and 6 are 
any elements of V*, we write ~a6 3 y/M. We let a* denote the reflexive transitive 
closure of 3, and define the language L(U) of U to be jcl~C*: S ** x}. We say that 
a grammar U =(N, C, P, S) is regular if PG N x (N u jh})Z*, and that U is context- 
/Lee if PC N x V*. We then have the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.3. Let C be u,finite set und Lc_C*. Then 
(i) L is regulur if and only if’L = L(U) jbr some regular grammar U; 
(ii) L is context-free if and only if L= L(U) for some context:free grammur U. 
Proof. See [23] for example. 0 
If U = (N, 2, P, S) is a context-free grammar and V= N u C, then we say that A in 
N is useful if there exist x, fl in V* and 7 in I*, with S 3* ZAP ** 1’. A context-free 
grammar (N, C, P, S) is reduced if every element of N is useful. We have the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 1.4. If U is u context:free grammur with L(U)#@ then there is a reduced 
context:free grummar U’ with L( U’) = L(U). 
Proof. See 1231 for example. 0 
Returning to machines, a one-counter automuton is a pushdown automaton 
(Q, Z, f, S, s, F), where If I= 2, r= { #, g) say. At any stage, the stack of a one- 
counter automaton contains # g” for some n 20 and, so, is effectively described by 
a single natural number n; hence, the title “one-counter”. If, in addition, the pushdown 
automaton is deterministic, we say that we have a deterministic one-counter automa- 
ton. We say that L is a one-counter languuge if L= L(M) for some one-counter 
automaton M, and a deterministic one-counter language if L= L(N) for some deter- 
ministic one-counter automaton N. 
We let (46 be the class of one-counter languages and 5’P% the class of deterministic 
one-counter languages; clearly, .?R C QP% G P% C %9. In fact, .@ c %P%, since {u”h”: 
IEN)E~:C%‘--&‘. We also have C%.PgPZ c%‘.F; for example, the language 
LG {x, y, x, y>* defined inductively by 
(i) AEL, 
(ii) XEL =r XXX, yxj~L, 
(iii) L is the minimal language satisfying (i) and (ii), 
is deterministic context-free but not a one-counter language; see [.5, Theorem 
VIII.7.93. Also, .tr’C%‘c C%‘$ cJ%F; for example, {a’b’cj: i,,j~N j u (cl’hjcj: i,j~W ) is 
a one-counter language, but (as above) is not deterministic context-free. 
We now turn to monoids and groups. Let M be a monoid and SzM; we say that 
M is yeneruted by S, and write M = (S), if 
REM-jl) * t71= a~(‘)~‘;(~) . u$~) for some 
UiES, Nan-{O), kEN_{O). 
We say that M isjfinitely generated if M = (S) for some finite set S; we will generally 
be concerned with finitely generated monoids here. For any subset S of M, (S) or S* 
denotes the smallest submonoid of M containing S, and is called the submonoid 
yeneruted by S. 
IfGisagroupandSc_G,weletS-‘denote [XC’. XES). We say that G is generuted 
by S (as a group) if G is generated by S u S ’ as a monoid; we write G = (S) in this 
case. In general, if S is any subset of G, we let (S) denote the subgroup of G generated 
by S (i.e. the smallest subgroup of G containing S). As before, G isjfinitely generated if 
G=(S) for some finite set S. 
Let G be a group generated by S={u,, . . . . a,), and let C=SuS-‘, where we are 
now considering S - ’ as a formal set of symbols, as opposed to a subset of G, so that 
1Z / = 2n, even if u’ = 1 in G for some Ui. Let C$ be the natural monoid homomorphism 
from C* to G. Then the word problem W,(G) of G with respect to S is defined to be the 
kernel of 4, i.e. (xEZ*: XC$= 11. 
A congruence on C* is an equivalence relation z on Z* such that 
If G=(S) and Z is as above, then G is isomorphic to X*/z, where z is some 
congruence on C* certainly containing { (ua- ‘, h), (a- ‘0, A): utz:Sj. 
Let W={wi: ill} be some subset of C*; if z is the smallest congruence on C* 
containing 
{ (Wi, hf: iEZj u{(aK’,h ), (a- lu, h): ESj, 
and if G is isomorphic to C*/x, we say that W= {wi: ill } is a set of relators for G and 
that (S: W) is a presentation for G. Rather than specifying a relator IV, so that 
~1 represents the identity, we often specify a relution u = ti‘, which is equivalent to UK 1 
being a relator. We say that G is,finitelJ, presented if there is a presentation (S: W) for 
G with both S and W finite. 
If F is a group with a presentation (S:@), we say that F is theJier group on S; if 
ISI = k, we say that F is the free group of rank k (any two free groups of the same rank 
being isomorphic). In the free group on S, every element has a unique representation 
of the form a = a;(‘)~;“) . u:~““, where n 30, nisS and E(I’)E i 1, - 11 for all i, and where 
we do not have both Ui = ui + 1 and I = - ~(i + 1) for any i; in this case, we say that the 
word a is reduced, and that n is the length jr1 of a. Each word SI in C* is equal in F to 
a unique reduced word b; we set 1 CI equal to I bj in this case. If c( is a reduced word and 
r is not of the form x-‘;‘x or xyx-’ for some .UES and FEZ*, we say that a is cyclically 
reduced. 
If G = (S), where S is a finite set, and C = S u S- ‘, we define the Cayley gruph r of 
G with respect to S to be the graph whose vertices are the elements of G and such that, 
for each .uE.Z and LEG, there is a directed edge e from g to gx. We usually identify 
traversing the edge e- ’ from gx to g with traversing the edge e from g to gx in the 
opposite direction. Note that a word a in Z* is in W,(G) if and only if r corresponds to 
a closed path in r. A portion of the Cayley graph of the group L with presentation 
(a: ) is shown in Fig. 1, where each directed edge corresponds to the action of a, and 
the Cayley graph of the free group on u and b is shown in Fig. 2, where the dashed 
lines correspond to the action of a and the other lines to the action of b. 
If H is a subgroup of a group G, we define a (right) coset of H in G to be a set of the 
form Hg (where gEG), and define the index [G:H] of H in G to be the number of 
cosets. It is, in fact, true that, if G is a finitely generated group and H is a subgroup of 
G with [G:H] finite, then H is finitely generated; see [26, Proposition 11.4.21 or [28, 
Corollary 2.7. l] for example. 
We say that a subgroup N of G is normul in G if g-l Ngc N for all gEG, and 
characteristic if N” s N for all automorphisms H of G. In general, for any subset S of G, 
a conjugate of S is a subset of the form g ’ Sg for some gEG. One basic fact that will be 
very useful in what follows is the following result. 
Proposition 1.5. If G is u group and H a subgroup oj’G such that [G:H] is,finite, then 
there is a normal subgroup N oj’G such that N is contained in H and [G: N] isjnite. 
Proof. We give a proof of this result couched in terms of formal language theory, as 
opposed to the usual version, which is expressed directly in terms of the intersection of 
the conjugates x-‘Hx of H. 
Let C be a finite set and suppose that 4: C* -+G is a surjective homomorphism. If 
[G:H] is finite, we let Q=(Hg: gcG}, s=H and F=(H), and then consider the 
a’ 1 a 
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deterministic finite automaton (Q, Z, 6, s, F ), where we define (Hy, x)6 to be Hg(cr4). 
Let L=L(M); we see that L= (xEC*: w$EH). Now define 2 on C* by rzfi if and 
only if (4, x)S=(q, /I)6 for all LIEQ, so that z is a congruence on Z*. (This is an 
example of the .sJwtuctic congruence, which we study in more detail in Section 3.) Let 
K be the z-class containing h, i.e. those elements of C* inducing the identity mapping 
on Q, so that K is a submonoid of Z* and K is a subset of L. 
Let N = Kc$, so that N is a subgroup of G. Since any two elements in the same coset 
of N correspond to the same mapping on Q, we have that [G: N] is finite. If XEG, let 
x, ;,EC* be such that r4 = .Y~ 1 and 74 =x. Then, for any HEN, if we let PEE* be such 
that [@I = II, we have that 
so that x/>i~K and, hence, s- ‘HXEN. Thus N is a normal subgroup of G. 0 
2. Classifications of groups by formal languages 
Let A4 be a finitely generated monoid, C#J : C *+A4 a surjective homomorphism and 
S a family of languages closed under inverse homomorphism; we then let S(M) 
denote the subset (Tc M: T~-‘EJ ) of p(M). We should note that 3((M) is often 
written as .P’(M), but, for simplicity, we omit the universal quantifier here. In order 
for this definition to be independent of C and 4, we need the following result. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let M be a,finitely generated monoid, and let 4 : C * + M and I+!I : 52*-M be 
surjective homomorphisms. Then there is a homomorphism 0: C*-+R* such that 4 = &!I 
(see Fig. 3). 
Proof. See [ 191. 0 
With thenotation of Lemma2.1, we see that T$P18-1 = Tc#-’ for any T&M. So,if 
$:Q*+M is a surjective homomorphism with TI,~ ‘~3, and if we have another 
surjective homomorphism 4 : Z* + M, then Tc#- ’ = TIC/-‘8- ’ ~9 (since we assumed 
that 9 is closed under inverse homomorphism). In particular, if we apply this to 
groups, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.2. lf .F is a,family of languages closed under inverse homomorphism, S and 
T are finite subsets of the group G, and G=(S) =(T), then Ws(G)~,F if and only if 
W,(G)EF. 
In view of this last result, we have that, if 9 is closed under inverse homomorphism, 
then we may write WEE without subscript or ambiguity, so that W(G)ES if and 
only if ( 1) ET(G). Moreover, we may call L c C * a word problem for a group G, even if 
Z does not contain inverse symbols, providing that we have a surjective homomor- 
phism #:C*+G with L= 14-l. 
A cone is a family S of languages closed under homomorphism, inverse homomor- 
phism and intersection with regular languages; we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. 4, C% and 55.9 are cones. 
Proof. See [S]. 0 
Given Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 2.3, it is natural to ask for a description, in terms 
of the possible structure of the group, for the groups with word problem in each of the 
classes 8’, I(% and %‘B, respectively. We say that a finitely generated group G is 
recognizable, one-counter or conte.xtTfree if W(G)E.%‘, W(G)EF% or W(G)E%F, re- 
spectively. It will become clearer in Section 3 why we use the term “recognizable” 
here.) 
These families of languages are particularly significant when studying the word 
problem in groups, as the next result shows. 
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Theorem 2.4. Let S he u cone with 9 s%F, and let 9 he the class of all finitely 
generated groups G such that W(G)E.F. Then 9 is the class of recognizable groups, 
one-counter groups or contextTfj’ee groups. 
Proof. See [ 191. 0 
Note that PC?? and 8%‘.Y are not cones, since they are not closed under homomor- 
phism. For example, let Z={a, b, c, d, e}, L1 = {a’b’cj: i,jEFU} and L,=(a’b’c’: 
i,j~FU~),andthenletL={d}L,u(eJL,.If~:C *+Z* is defined by aHa, b-b, CHC, 
d-h, e-h, then LEQP~Z~ YVF, but L$= L1 vL,$B?.F. However, 3C%? and 
5%7.S are closed under inverse homomorphism; see [23, 191. 
3. Rational and recognizable sets 
In this section, we introduce the idea of rational and recognizable subsets in an 
arbitrary monoid, and survey the basic results concerning these concepts. 
If M is a monoid, then a subset S of M is said to be recognizable if there is a finite 
monoid N, a homomorphism 4: M-+N and a subset T of N such that S= T4- ‘. We 
let .@cc(M) denote the set of all recognizable subsets of M. 
We now generalize the idea of a rational expression given in Section 1 to arbitrary 
monoids. If M is a monoid, we define 290/(M) inductively by 
(i) tj‘~~&‘n/(M), {u)~.‘Arn/(M) for all UEM; 
(ii) If Sl~.JA~/(M) and S,E,‘AN/(M), then S1 uS~E,~?~~/(M), S1S2~.%!nJ(M) and 
S:~drr/(M). 
An element of .80/(M) is called a rationul subset of M, and is, thus, defined by 
a rational expression in the obvious way. 
Note that the above definitions make sense even if the monoid is not finitely 
generated. If M is a finitely generated free monoid Z*, then the rational subsets of 
M are just the regular languages by Theorem 1 .l, i.e. ;%‘o C(M)= Z(M); however, this is 
not true in general. 
An alternative characterization of rational subsets is as follows. 
Proposition 3.1. Let M be a monoid, S G M, C u finite set, und 4 : C* +M a monoid 
homomorphism. Then SE&U/(M) !f und only if S = L# ,for some LE.%‘. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of a rational expression representing S, 
the result being clear if S is a finite set. Assume, therefore, that SEW~C~(M), so that 
S=Si uSZ, S,S2 or T*, where Sr, SZ, T~gnf(M). By inductive hypothesis, Si = L,$, 
Sz= L,~J or T= Kcj for some L1, L2, KEY as appropriate; so, S=L4, where 
L = L1 u L2, L1 L, or K *E%‘. The proof of the converse is similar if we consider 
L defined by a rational expression over C, and we omit the details. 0 
We immediately deduce the following corollary. 
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Corollary 3.2. For a finitely generated monoid M, .3(M) E ~uC(M). 
For any monoid M and subset A of M, we define a congruence zA on M by 
m, zArn2 0 (umlVEA o urn*ueA Vu, UEM); 
in other words, zA is the coarsest congruence such that A is the union of zA classes. 
We call ZA the syntactic congruence of A and M/z,, the syntactic monoid MA of A, 
and we have a natural homomorphism 4 : M + MA. 
Clearly, if MA is finite, then A is recognizable. On the other hand, if A is recogniz- 
able, then we have a homomorphism 4: M+N, where N is finite, and 4 induces 
a congruence z on M such that MJ z is finite and A is the union of z classes; so, =A 
must be as coarse as z.; hence, MA is finite. So, we have the following result. 
Proposition 3.3. If’M is a monoid and A c M, then AE.JR~c(M) ifand only fMA is Jinite. 
We next have the following result. 
Proposition 3.4. If M and N are monoids, 4 : M + N a surjective monoid homomorphism, 
AsM, BcN and A=B4-‘, then C$ induces an isomorphism 6: MA-MB defined by 
Cm1 6= [@I. 
Proof. We first check that 6 is well-defined: 
m, zAmZ 3 (um,oEA o um,vEA Vu, VEM) 
3 ((um,u)$EB o (um,u)4EB Vu, UEM) 
* ml4 zBrn24 (as 4 is surjective). 
It is now immediate that 6 is a surjective homomorphism. 
If 4 is not injective, consider the composition $ = 04: M -+ MB, where 8 : M + MA is 
the natural homomorphism, so that $ is not injective. Define z on M by ml zm2 if 
and only if ml $ z:B m21C/. If aE A and a z a’, we have that a$ z B a’$, i.e. [a] $= [a’] 6 
in B, i.e. a$ ~~a’$. Since A=Bc#-‘, we have that a4EB, so that a’q5EB and, hence, 
that a’EA. So A is a union of zz classes. Since t/j is not injective, we have ml zm2 but 
not m, zA m2, contradicting the fact that z.,, is the coarsest congruence such that A is 
a union of ZA classes. 0 
Note that, if G is a group generated by S = {al, . , a,,} and C = S u S- ‘, we have the 
natural monoid homomorphism 4 : Z* +G; now, if W= W,(G)LC*, then G is isomor- 
phic to the syntactic monoid of W. 
We know that B(Z*)=&T,,(Z*) by Proposition 1.2; in fact, this extends to arbitrary 
finitely generated monoids, as the following results shows. 
Proposition 3.5. For a jinitely generated monoid M, We,-(M) = J?(M). 
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Proof. Let S be an arbitrary subset of M, and $:C*+M a surjective monoid 
homomorphism with L = S& ‘. 
If S~atr(M), then there is a finite monoid N, a subset T of N and a monoid 
homomorphism $: M+N such that S= T$ -I. Let H=4 $ : C*+N, so that 
L= TO-‘. We see that LE.‘A~(,(C*) and, hence, Led’ by Proposition 1.2, so that 
SE:+?(M). 
Conversely, suppose that Sc.?R(M); then LE.@ and, so, LE.JRu(E*) by Proposition 
I .2, so that Ct is finite by Proposition 3.3. But Ms is isomorphic to Zz by Proposition 
3.4 and is, thus, finite; so, S~dtc(M) by Proposition 3.3, as required. 0 
Proposition 3.5 explains our choice of the word recoynizuhle to denote those groups 
G such that [ 1) E&(G). By Corollary 3.2 and Proposition 3.5, we immediately deduce 
the following result. 
Corollary 3.6. For u ,jinitely generated mnnoid M, .A( r(M) E,%‘o l(M). 
Corollary 3.6 does not hold for monoids that are not finitely generated, since, for 
such a monoid M, M$&?o/(M) but M~.drr(M). It is, in general, not true that 
.#‘u/(M) is closed under intersection for a monoid M (see [S, pp. 57-581) but we do 
have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.7. !f‘M is u monoid, AE.JAu /(M) and BE&‘~J (M), then A n BE,&o~(M). 
Proof. See [S, Proposition 111.2.61. 0 
4. Ends and context-free groups 
In this section, we survey some of what is known about context-free groups; for an 
alternative survey of context-free groups, see [6]. We first introduce some more 
notation. 
If G and H are groups with presentations (X: R) and ( Y:S), respectively, we write 
G * H for thefiee product of G and H, i.e. the group with presentation (X u Y: R u S). 
One particular example of this, which we shall use later, is the group Z2 * Zz (where Lz 
is the cyclic group of order 2) which has presentation 
(s,t: s’=P=l). 
Introducing a new generator .Y = sr, and then deleting the generator s = .ut, yields the 
presentation 
(.x,t: t-‘xt=.x-‘, t’=l) 
and we have the infinite dihedral group 
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If G and H are groups with presentations (X: R) and ( Y:S), respectively, and 
a common subgroup K (or, to be more precise, subgroups K 1 and K 2, respectively, 
together with an isomorphism 4: K 1 +K2), we write G *K H for the ,free product of 
G and H with K umalyamated, i.e. the group with presentation 
(Xu Y:RuSujk=kqi: kEK,}) 
If G is a group with presentation (X: R), H and K are subgroups of G, and there is 
an isomorphism $: H+K, we let (G, t: t-‘Hi = H$) denote the HNN-extension 
formed by adjoining t and the relations t -’ ht= hll/ for all ~EH, i.e. the group with 
presentation 
(X, t: Ru{t-‘ht=h$: ~EH}). 
Let G be a finitely generated group: then an uccessihle series for G is a series of 
subgroups Go <G, < Gz < ... <G,,= G such that each Gi is either of the form 
Gi_l *,H for some K and H or else of the form (Gi_l, t: t-‘Kt=K$), where K is 
finite in each case. We say that G is accessible if there is an upper bound on the length 
n of such a series. 
A group G is said to be virtually,free if it has a subgroup of finite index. 
Let G be a finitely generated group with Cayley graph r with respect to some finite 
generating set S. Let r (“’ denote the set of points of r connected to 1 by a path of 
length at most n, and let c(n) denote the number of infinite connected components of 
T-T’“‘; then we define the number e(G) of ends of G to be lim,,, c(n). 
An alternative formulation for the number of ends of a group G is as follows (see 
[37] for example). Let P be the Boolean algebra of all subsets of G, where A + B 
denotes the symmetric difference, and AB the intersection, of A and B. For any AEP 
and BEG, we let Q(A) denote A+gA. Then we let 
F = (AEP: A is finite), Q={AEP: Vg(A)~F). 
Let E = Q/F; we say that E, considered as a vector space over GF(2), is the space of 
ends of G, and then define e(G) to be the dimension of this vector space. Given this 
formulation, it is clear that e(G) does not depend on the choice of the generating set S. 
We now quote the results on ends we shall need; our primary source is [37], but we 
also cite the corresponding references from [9, 111. Clearly, e(G) = 0 if and only if G is 
finite. In fact, we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.1. For unyjnitely generated group G, e(G)=O, 1, 2 or CD. 
Proof. See [37, 4.A.6.41, [9, Theorem 2.1 l] or [l 1, Theorem IV.6.111. 0 
Groups with e(G)=2 are classified by the following result. 
Theorem 4.2. For any ,$nitely generated group G, e(G)=2 if and only if G has 
a subgroup ofjnite index isomorphic to Z. 
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Proof. See [37, 4.A.6.51, [9, Theorem 2.111 or [ll, Theorem IV.6.121. Cl 
An equivalent condition to G having a subgroup of finite index isomorphic to Z is 
that G has a finite normal subgroup A, with G/A isomorphic to Z or Lz*Z2; see 
Theorem 5.4. 
The fundamental result on groups with infinitely many ends is the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. !f’G is ujinitely generated group, then e(G) = 1% ifand only ifeither G is of 
the form H *r K, where F is n proper ,finife subgroup of H und K, [H:F] >2 or 
[K: F] > 2, or else G = (H, t : t ’ Ft = F $ ), where F is u proper finite subgroup qf‘ H. 
Proof. See [37, 5.A.91, 19, Theorem 3.11 or [1 1, Theorem IV.6.101. 0 
If U = (N, C, P, S) is a grammar and V= N u C, we define the Hotz group H(U) of 
U to be the group with presentation (V: (~=fl: (a, /?)EP}). If U and U’ are reduced 
context-free grammars with L(U)= L(U), then H(U) is isomorphic to H(U’) [24]; so, 
for a context-free language L, we may write H(L) without ambiguity. 
If LGC*, then we say that L has Hotz isomorphism if there is an (unrestricted) 
grammar U=(N, C, P, S) such that L(U)=L and H(U) has presentation (2: {cx=~: 
CI, IJEL~). We then have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. If‘G is N group, Z u,finite set, q5 : C* +G a homomorphism and L={xE~*: 
M$J = 11. then L has Hotz i.somorphism if and only !f G is finitely presentable. 
Proof. See [12, Theorem 71. 0 
Since every context-free language has Hotz isomorphism by [ 16, Theorem 11, we have 
that a context-free group is finitely presented; alternatively, see [2]. 
In [29], it was shown that an infinite context-free group has more than one end, and 
then, using Theorem 4.3, that G is virtually free if and only if G is context-free and 
accessible. It was proved in [13] that all finitely presented groups are accessible; see 
also [1 11. Since every context-free group is deterministic context-free [30], we have 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.5. If’ G is (I finitely generated group, then the jtillowing are equivalent: 
(i) W(G)E%J; (ii) W(G)E%.S; (iii) G is cirtuullyfree. 
A similar result for one-counter groups will be given in Section 5. 
We make an observation here that will be relevant later. First, note that, if G is 
context-free, then it is finitely generated with a free subgroup F of finite index by 
Theorem 4.5, so that F is finitely generated too. A group G is said to be residually~jnite 
if, for every IJEG - { I ), there exists a normal subgroup N(g) of finite index in G such 
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that g#N(g). It is known (see [27] for example) that a finitely generated free group is 
residually finite, and it is not difficult to show that a finite extension of a residually 
finite group is residually finite. We, therefore, have the following consequence of 
Theorem 4.5. 
Corollary 4.6. A context-free group is residually jnite. 
In what follows, we will need the following result. 
Proposition 4.7. If G is ajnitely generated group, F a cone, TEE, and RE.%&(G), 
then TR, RTES(G). 
Proof. See [19]. 0 
Suppose that G is a context-free group, so that (l}&?F(G). If S is any finite subset 
of G, then S~.Jilfl/(G) and, so, S=S{ l}&‘.F(G) by Proposition 4.7; so, any finite 
subset of G is in Up(G). 
An interesting question [3 l] is to ask whether the converse holds, i.e. if some finite 
nonempty subset T of G is in %9(G), does it necessarily follow that {I} &‘F(G)? This 
was shown to be the case in [20], where the following result was proved. 
Theorem 4.8. If M is ajnitely generated cancellative monoid, Ta nonemptyjnite subset 
qf M and TEV~(M), then {1}~9%?9(M). 
A monoid is said to be cancellative if, whenever ax= bx or xa=xb, then it follows 
that a= b. Clearly, any group is a cancellative monoid, and Theorem 4.8 has the 
following consequence. 
Corollary 4.9. Zf G is a finitely generated group, T a nonempty jnite subset of G and 
TE%B(G), then FE%%~(G) for eceryjnite subset F of G. 
5. One-counter groups 
As far as one-counter groups are concerned, we have a result analogous to Theorem 
4.5 for context-free groups. 
Theorem 5.1. The following are equivalent for a finitely generated group G: 
(i) WEE%; 
(ii) W(G)EO&?;; 
(iii) G is eitherjinite or has a subgroup offinite index isomorphic to Z. 
Proof. See [ 193. 0 
Given Theorems 4.2 and 5. I, we have the following result. 
Corollary 5.2. [f’G is an ir$inite,finite/y yeneruted ~~roup, then W(G)EP& if und only if 
e(G) = 2. 
In fact, it is possible to add a little to the description of G in Theorem 5.1 (iii); before 
doing so, we introduce (yet more) notation. If G is a group and H a subgroup of G, 
then C,(H) is the c.entrrdizer. of H in G, i.e. C,(H)= jycG: hy=yh V~EH~, and Z(G) is 
the centre of G, i.e. Z(G)= (YEG: S~J=~JS V.XEGJ. We also let [G, GJ or G’ denote the 
derived suhyroup of G, i.e. G’ = ( (.Y ‘J,- ’ XJ: s, YEG~ ). For any group G, G’ and Z(G) 
are both normal subgroups of G, and, if N is a normal subgroup of G, then C,(N) is 
also normal in G. 
For any subgroups A and B of G, [A, B] is defined to be ( (Y lb- ‘ah: UE A, bEB} ); 
note that [A, B] = [B, A]. If A is a normal subgroup of G, then [A, B] c A, so that, if 
A and B are both normal subgroups of G, then [A, B] s A n B. If A and B are any 
subgroups of G, with [A, B] = A nB= { I), then every element of AB can be written 
uniquely in the form uh = hi, with UE A and DEB. and we write Al3 as A x B, the direct 
product of A and B. More generally, if A and B are subgroups of G, with A n B = i 11 
and [A, B] c A (i.e. A is a normal subgroup of AB), we have the semi-direct product of 
A and B. 
We need the following result. 
Theorem 5.3. !f’G is (I group such thtrt [G:Z(G)] is.finite, then G’ is ,finite. 
Proof. See 1361 (or [25, Proposition 2.4.41 for example). 0 
A group G is said to be torsion$ke if G has no nontrivial elements of finite order. 
Note that, in a finitely generated abelian group, the set of all elements of finite order 
forms a finite subgroup, though this need not hold in arbitrary groups. Given all this, 
we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.4. Let G hr cr,finitely generated yroup. Then G is N one-counter group ij’and 
only if‘ G is either- finite or else has LI rzorrnal ,jnite subgroup A such that G/A is 
isomorphic to n or nz * nz. 
Proof. t: If G is finite, then the result is clear; so, suppose that G has a normal finite 
subgroup A such that G/A is isomorphic to z or Zz * zz, so that G has a subgroup 
N of index at most 2 such that N contains A and N/A is infinite cyclic. 
Choose tEG such that N=A(t), and let T=(t). Then [G:T]=[G:N] 
[N: T] 621 A /, so that G is a one-counter group by Theorem 5.1, as required. 
+: If G is finite, the result is clear: so, let G be an infinite one-counter group and let 
N be a subgroup of G of finite index isomorphic to 77L Without loss of generality, N is 
normal in G by Proposition 1.5. 
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Let C = C,(N). Since N is normal in G, C is normal in G and G/C is isomorphic to 
a subgroup of z2, the automorphism group of Z, so that C has index at most 2 in G; in 
particular, C is finitely generated. 
Let Z=Z(C), so that N is a subgroup of Z. Since [C:N] is finite, we have that 
[C:Z] is finite, and, so, C’ is finite by Theorem 5.3. Since C is finitely generated and 
C/C’ is abelian, C/C’ is a finitely generated abelian group. Let A be such that C’& A 
and A/C’ is the torsion subgroup of C/C’; thus, A/C’ is finite and, so, A is a finite 
group. Since N has no nontrivial finite subgroup, N n A= 1 (see Fig. 4). 
Since A consists of all the elements of finite order in C, A is a characteristic 
subgroup of C. Since A is characteristic in C, which is normal in G, we have that A is 
normal in G; so, [N, A] G N n A = { l), i.e. NA = N x A. Since C/A is torsion-free, C/A 
is an infinite cyclic group, so that G/A is either isomorphic to Z or else to an extension 
of L by a cyclic subgroup (t), where t2EC. Since At inverts every element of C/A in 
G/A, we have that (At)‘= 1 and, so, G/A is the infinite dihedral group 7, * ;2,. 0 
Theorem 5.4, and the ideas contained in its proof, determine one possible type of 
presentation for a one-counter group. As in the proof of Theorem 5.4, we have 
a normal subgroup C of index at most 2 in G, and a finite normal subgroup A of G, 
contained in C, with C/A infinite cyclic. If we choose ~EC such that C/A= (Ag), then 
g has infinite order in C and C= (A, g) = A (g). Since A is finite and (g) is 
torsion-free, we have that A n (g) = 1, so that C is a semi-direct product of A by (g). 
We see that y acts as an automorphism of A, with yi centralizing A for some i (as A is 
finite). If CZG, then there is an element t in G-C such that t-‘gt~g-‘A and t2EA; 
given that A is normal in G, this is equivalent to (yt)‘~ A and t’~ A. So, a one-counter 
group must have a presentation either of the form 
(a,, a23 . 3 ql, $7: U,(~,, a,, . ..) a,)= .” =u,(u,, u2, f..) a,)= 1, 
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or else of the form 
Here 
(u,, (~2, . . . . cl,,: UI(Ul,U2 ,...,u,)= “I =u,(ar, a>, . ..) u,)=l) 
is a presentation for the finite group A which has an automorphism o such that 
fJ:U,HL’r(ur,n2 ,..., a,), ..“, (I,HC’,(CIr, a?, . , a,), 
and, in the second case, another automorphism T such that 
T:U,~~~,((f,,U,,...,U,,), . . . . U,,+-+W,(U~. al,..., u,). 
In the second case, we also have that IIX must centralize .~(a,, az, , a,,), that T must 
centralize ~(a,, u2, . , a,,), that (g?)' must act on A as conjugation by u(u,, u2, . , u,) 
and that 52 must act on A as conjugation by ~(a,, u2, , u,,). 
We now give some examples. Let A be the quaternion group Q8 of order 8 with 
presentation 
(u.h,z: u2=h2=~, z’=l, b-‘ub=um’). 
An example of an infinite one-counter group G with C = G is the group defined by the 
presentation 
(u,h,~,y: a2=b2=z,z2=1, b-‘&=a-‘,g-‘ag=b,g-‘bg=ub), 
and an example of an infinite one-counter group G with [G:C] = 2 is the group 
defined by the presentation 
(a, b,z,g, r: a2=b2=z, z’=l, bK1ub=u-‘, gplug=b, gm’bg=ub, 
r”=l, r~‘gr=g~‘, r-‘or=hp’, r-‘br=K1). 
In each case, N = (~1~). 
Note that, if G is a torsion-free one-counter group, then A = 1, and we must then 
have that G=C= N; so, Z is the only torsion-free one-counter group. Alternatively, 
this follows from Theorem 5.1 and [29], since a torsion-free context-free group must 
be free. 
6. Rational and recognizable sets in groups 
For the recognizable groups, we have the following result from [l]. 
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Theorem 6.1. If G is a,finitely generated group, then G is a recognizable group if and 
only if G isjnite. 
If G is a finite group generated by a subset S and C=SuS- ‘, then a natural finite 
automaton (Q, 2Y, 6, s, F) accepting the word problem W,(G) is essentially the Cayley 
graph of G, where we set Q=G, s=l, F=(l), and 6={(g,x,gx): gcG, XEC}. 
Another way of stating Theorem 6.1 is to say that, if G is finitely generated, then G is 
finite if and only if {1}~9?(G). Since G is isomorphic to the syntactic monoid of the 
word problem of G, this follows from Propositions 3.3 and 3.5. 
We have another characterization of one-counter groups as follows. 
Theorem 6.2. Jf G is a finitely generated group, then W(G)EO%? if and only if 
&?<r/(G)=%?F(G). 
Proof. See [19]. 0 
Note that, if G is an infinite group, then we do not have B!&(G)=W(G), since, in 
this case, { 11 EWO/(G), but {l}+.%‘(G) by Theorem 6.1; we return to this theme a little 
later. 
If G is a group, N a finite monoid and 4 : G+ N a monoid homomorphism, then G$ 
is a subgroup of N and 4: G+G4 is a group homomorphisms. So, if TC N and 
S= T&l, then S must be a union of cosets of the kernel K of 4, where G/K is 
isomorphic to G4; thus, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 6.3. If G is a group, then SE%PC(G) if and only ifs is a union of cosets of 
u normal subgroup K offinite index in G. 
As an immediate consequence, using Proposition 1.5, we deduce the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 6.4. !f G is a group and H a subgroup of G, then HE%~(G) if and only if 
H hasjnite index in G. 
The following result is well known, but we include it here for completeness. 
Proposition 6.5. If G is ajnitely generated group, then &‘~c(G)=~?Lc~(G) ifand only if 
G is finite. 
Proof. If G is finite, then .JAtc(G)= ~J(G)=W~((G). Conversely, if %?ec(G)=9’~~t(G), 
then, since { ~}EW&(G), we have that { ~}E.%?K,(G), so that { 1}~9?(G) by Proposition 
3.5, and then G is finite by Theorem 6.1. q 
The rational subgroups of a group are characterized by the following result. 
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Theorem 6.6. Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G; then H isjinirely yeneruted ifanrl 
only lf H~drr/(G). 
Proof. See [3, 151. n 
We can prove a result for one-counter groups analogous to Theorem 4.8 for 
context-free groups. 
Theorem 6.7. A finitel)) generated group G is a one-counter group if’& only if some 
nonemptJ1 jnite subset of G is in C’%(G). 
Proof. It is clear that, if G is a one-counter group, then some nonempty finite subset of 
G, namely, { l>, is in LI’V(G); we will now prove the converse. 
Assume that T is a nonempty finite subset of G in c’%(G). Then T is certainly in 
%9(G) and, so, G is a context-free group by Theorem 4.8 and, hence, residually finite 
by Corollary 4.6. 
If T= { 1 }, we have finished; so, we may assume that there is an element 6) in T- { 11. 
Since {Y-‘)E.&/(G), T(y - ’ I\ EI’ 44’(G) by Proposition 4.7; so, replacing T by T (y - ’ ), 
we may assume that 1 ET. Again, if T= ( I ), we have finished; so, we may assume that 
ITI>l, and let T=(l, t2,t3 ,..., t,,), with ti#l for 2<idn. 
Since G is residually finite, there exist normal subgroups N,, N,, , N, of finite 
index in G such that ti$ Ni for each i. Let N = Nz n N, n . . n N,, so that N has finite 
index in G and Tn N = i l}. Now NE.&(G) by Proposition 3.5 and Corollary 6.4. Since 
TEP%(G), NE&‘(G) and fl’% is a cone, we have that [ 1) = Tn NEP%(G), as re- 
quired. 0 
7. Star-height 
In this section, we introduce the idea of star-height in a monoid M. Intuitively, if E is 
a rational expression over M, the star-height sh,(E) of E is the maximum number of 
iterated stars in E, and then the star-height sh,W(A) of AE.#u/(M) is the minimum 
value of sh,(E) over all rational expressions E representing A. More formally, we let 
AE.JR~/,(M) o A is a finite subset of M; 
AE~U l,,(M) o A is a finite union of sets of the form S1 Sz . Sk, where each 
Si is either of the form {b) or else of the form B* for some 
BE&‘<//,_ 1(M). 
We see that S!*r/,,(M) E &‘o/~+ 1 (M) for each h, and that .,A*r/(M)= u j&at,,(M): 
h>O}. For any AEJ?~,/(M), we define sh,(A) to be the least h such that A~.%?lci~(M), 
i.e. A has star-height h>O if it belongs to .4’~/,,(M)-&cr/~_~(M), and star-height 0 if 
A is finite. 
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So, in general, a subset S of M of star-height h is a union of sets of the form 
s,sz . . . Sk, where each Si is either of the form {b} for some REM, or else of the form B* 
for some subset B of M with sh,(B)<h-- 1. We may replace BTBT by BT{l}B$ and 
{bl){h2} by (blb2) to get S as a union of sets of the form 
where sh,(A,)< h- I for each i. For conciseness, we will write {a,} AT ja2} . . . 
‘C{Q+rI as u,ATaz . A:a,+l. 
Before stating the next result, we need another definition. A subset of a com- 
mutative monoid M is said to be linear if it can be expressed in the form aB* for some 
UE M and B a finite subset of M, and semi-linear if it is a finite union of linear subsets. 
We then have the following proposition. 
Proposition 7.1. In a commutative monoid, every rational set is semi-linear; in particular, 
every rational set has star-height at most 1. 
Proof. See [14]. 0 
We also need the following result, which was essentially proved in [19]. Although 
the following stronger statement may be deduced from the proof given there, we prefer 
to give a new proof which uses the same ideas but makes the structure of the proof 
clearer. 
Proposition 7.2. If‘ G is a group, H 
SE~U/(H) and shH(S)= sh,(S). 
a subgroup of G, S~%?fll(G) and SCH, then 
Proof. Let SEZ’~((G) and h = shG(S). If h = 0, i.e. S is finite, then we have SE~)C~L(H), 
with sh,(S)=O= shG(S); we proceed by induction on h, and assume that h>O. 
Now S is a finite union of sets of the form a, ATa, ATa . Azak+ 1, where each 
AiE:,JR///(G) and Sh,(Ai)~h- 1 for each i. It is sufficient to show that each 
a,ATa,ATa, A~u~+~ is rational in H, since then Swill be rational in H; so, we may 
assume that S=u,A~u2A~u, . A:u~+~. 
Now observe that aA*=(aAa-‘)*a; so, we may assume that S=AT . . A,*gcH. 
Thus,yeH, and then AT . . . A$ s H, SO that Aic_ H for each i. Since sh,(Ai) < shG(S) for 
each i, we have that A,E~LL/(H) for each i by inductive hypothesis and that 
Sh,(Ai)=sh,(Ai) for each i, SO that S~:%rrd(H) and sh,(S)< h. But we must have that 
sh,(S)>sh,(S), so that shH(S)= h, as required. 0 
We also need the following result. 
Theorem 7.3. !f C = (a, b}, M = C* and n 30, then there exists a subset S of M with 
sh,(S) = n. 
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Proof. See [lo]. 0 
Given this, we can prove the following theorem 
Theorem 7.4. If F is a ,fiee group of rank 2 and n 30, then there exists a subset S oj 
F with shF(S) = 2. 
Proof. Let C= (a, h] and M =C*. By Theorem 7.3, there exists TEM such that 
sh,( T)=2. We consider T as a subset of F, the free group on (a, h}, and claim that 
sh,(T)=2. 
Since T is an infinite set, we certainly have that 1 < sh,( T)<2. We assume, 
therefore, that shr(T)= 1, so that T is a finite union of sets of the form 
g1 TTg2Tz . T,*g,,+ ,, where gi~F and Ti is a finite subset of F for each i. 
Let lJ be the subset of F defined by g1 TTg, Tz . T,*y,+ 1. We present an algorithm 
to remove all occurrences of inverse symbols a- ‘, hml in U without changing the 
star-height, which yields that sh,(U ) = 1 and, hence, that sh,+,( T) = 1, a contradiction. 
We assume, from now on, that each gi and every word in Ti is reduced, and we may 
assume that 1 $ T, for any i. 
Let Ti={~i,1,M1j,2,... , wi, m,ij}, where w~,~EF for all i, j, and suppose that there is an 
occurrence of an inverse in some word in Ti. 
First, we assume that there is no occurrence of an inverse at the beginning or end of 
some w = Wi.j that contains an inverse symbol; then 1 wpI = p 1 w 1 for each p. Let k be 
such that 
kl~~~/~I~~~~~~~Yil+lY~+~Yi+~~~~Y,~+~I~ 
and consider the reduced word r of U equivalent to g1y2 ...giwkf1gi+lgi+2 ...Y~+~ 
in F. By the choice of k, c( must contain all the letters of w and, so, contains an 
occurrence of an inverse, contradicting the fact that U cZ:*; so, there must be an 
occurrence of an inverse at the start or end of any Wi.j that contains an inverse. 
We treat the case where wi.j starts with x I; the case where wi, j terminates with x- ’ 
is similar. 
Suppose then that wi.j starts with .‘Y - I. If some wi. k does not end in x, say Eli, k ends 
in y, then u = wi, kvt’i, j has a reduced expression of the form c@y.x-‘~r- ’ for some CC, fl
and y, where fly-~- ‘; is cyclically reduced. Now ~~=~((~yx-~;~)~a-‘. If we choose 
p such that 
PlP4’x-“r’131Y1Y2~~~Yil+lYi+ltli+2~~~tln+ll~ 
then g1g2...ginP+‘gi+l . ..g.,+t is an element of U with an occurrence of x- ‘, 
a contradiction; so, every wi.k ends in x. For each k, let ui, k be the reduced word 
equivalent to XWi,kx-‘, SO that 
Iui,kl=l1~i,kl-2 if w,.k starts with .x-l, 
lUi,kl=lwi,kl otherwise. 
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WehavethatUi,kCC*and Ti=x~1{ui,I,Ui,2,....Ui,m(i)}X. Nowreplacegibygix-l, 
gi+r by xgi+, and Ti by {ni. 13 ui.2, I.. 2 Ui.rn(i)), so that there are fewer occurrences of 
inverses in Ti than before. Repeat this process until there are no more occurrences of 
inverses in any Ti. 
So, we now have a situation where U=g,TTg2T~... T,*g,+lzC*, with gi~F, 
Tic C* and sh,( Ti) = 0 for each i; we are still assuming that each gi and every word in 
Ti is reduced, that Ti #@ and that 1 $ Ti for each i. Suppose that there are occurrences 
of inverses in the gi. If there are Ui occurrences of an inverse in gi for each i, we proceed 
by induction on 
n+l 
v(yl TTg2 T; . . . T,*gn+,)=(n+l)+ 1 ai. 
i=l 
Since glgz . . gn+re C*, there must be an occurrence of an inverse x-l at the end of 
some gi with x at the beginning of gi+ 1, or else x- ’ at the start of some gi with x at the 
end of g- 1, where .XE{U, b} in each case. 
Suppose that there is an .xP1 at the start of some gi, so that gi =x-‘hi for some hi, 
where hi is a reduced word not beginning with x. If some word v in Ti_ 1 does not end 
in x and some word w in Ti does not start with g; ‘, choose k and k’ such that 
lUk’131gIg2 . ..Si-lIt lWkI~IYi+ltli+2...Yn+ll. 
Theng,g,...gi_,z~k’+’ does not end in x and wk+’ giflgifZ ...gn+I starts with w, so 
that 
(Y1Y2...Yi-luk’+1)Yi(Wk+1Yi+lYi+2...Yn+l) 
is an element of U with an occurrence of x-l, a contradiction. 
We have a similar argument if there is an x- ’ at the end of some gi and, so, we must 
have one of the following 4 possibilities: 
(i) gi starts with x-l and every word in Tim 1 ends with x (where i > 1); 
(ii) gi starts with .x-l and every word in Ti starts with g;’ (where i<n + 1); 
(iii) gi ends with x-l and every word in Ti starts with x (where i<n+ 1); 
(iv) gi ends with x-l and every word in Tin 1 ends with gi ’ (where i > 1). 
Since TjG{a, b}* for eachj, we see that, in cases (ii) and (iv), gi~(a-‘, h-l}* and, so, 
case (ii) can be treated as case (iii) and case (iv) as case (i); so, we only have to consider 
cases (i) and (iii). Since the arguments are similar, we will consider case (i) only. 
We now have that gi=x -‘hi, with .YE{U, b}, and that TieI = Vx for some finite 
subset V of {a, h}*. So, TF_ 1 = {h} u TT_ 1 Vx, and we have that 
u=g,TTg, . T,*g,+r 
=g~TTg,...gi-,[{h}UT~_,VX]x-‘hiT*...T,*g,+, 
=gITTg, ... Ti*_2gi_l.~-‘hiTiC . . . T,*g,+,ug,TTg, 
. ..gi_1Ti*_lVhiT.*...T,*g,+,. 
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Now 
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n+ 1 
“(YlTTg, ... T~-~gi-lXmlhiTT .., T,*!~,+l)~n+ C Ui 
i=l 
n+1 
<n+l+ C Ui 
i=l 
and 
9,TT...yi~,T,*_l V~liT*...T,*g,,+,=U IfJlTT...Cli~1Ti*_,vhiT*.,. 
T,*y,,+,: EV), 
where V is a finite subset of (a, b)*, and 
~‘(91TTy,...gi~,T,*_1~~hiT*... T,*~,+,)<\‘(H,TTcIITT... T,*y,+l) 
for each UE V. Hence the result by induction. n 
Now, using this. we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.5. A ,$nitely generated group is one-counter f and only if‘ G is context-jkee 
and every rational subset qf‘ G has star-height at most 1. 
Proof. 3: Let G be a one-counter group, so that G is certainly context-free. If G is 
finite, the result is clear, since any finite set has star-height 0; so, we will assume that 
G is infinite. By Theorem 5.1, we may assume that G has an infinite cyclic subgroup 
H of finite index, so that HE.~‘(c(G) by Corollary 6.4. Let HI, Hz, , H, be the right 
cosets of H in G, and let cji be such that Hgi = Hi (i = I, . . . , n). Since .JAr c(G) = 1(G) by 
Proposition 3.5 and .(gij_~.JA~~/(G) for each i, Hi~.8tc(G) for each i by Proposition 4.7. 
Let SE.+?,,/(G) and Si=SnHi (i=l,...,n), so that S=S,u...uS,. Since 
SE.‘RUG(G) and Hi~dlr(G), we have that s,~./Atr/(G) (i= 1, . . . , n) by Proposition 3.7, 
and 
shG(S)<max(sh,(Si): i= 1, . nj. 
Since Sip Hgi and Si~.JA<, J’(G) for each i, we have that Siy,~ ’ c H with S’ig; ’ E.JAII/(G) 
and, so, by Proposition 7.2, Sig,T1~.#rr/(H) with sh,(Sigi’)=Sh,(SiUi’) 
= sh,(Si). Since H is abelian, Proposition 7.1 gives that sh,(Sig; ‘)< I and, SO, 
sh,(S) d 1 as required. 
=: Let G be context-free such that every rational subset of G can be described by 
a rational expression of star-height at most 1. If G does not contain a nonabelian free 
subgroup, then G is one-counter by Theorems 4.5 and 5.1; so, we may assume that 
G contains a free subgroup F of rank 2. By Theorem 7.4, F contains a rational subset 
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of star-height 2, and then, by Proposition 7.2, G contains a rational subset of 
star-height 2, a contradiction. Hence the result. 0 
Note that the assumption in this last result that G is context-free cannot be omitted, 
i.e. not every group G in which every rational subset of G has star-height at most 1 is 
one-counter. For example, consider the abelian group Z x L with presentation (a, b: 
ab = ha), which is not context-free by Theorem 4.5, but in which every rational subset 
has star-height at most 1 by Proposition 7.1. 
It is well known (see [23] for example) that the class of regular languages is closed 
under complementation, i.e. if L.&C* IS regular, then .Z*-L is regular. We can, 
therefore, extend our concept of rational expressions to allow E for any rational 
expression E over Z‘, where L(E) is defined to be .Z* - L(E). 
Now, if E is a rational expression over a monoid M, then, as opposed to defining the 
star-height sh,(E) as above, we can define the yenerulized star-keiykt gsh,(E) in 
a similar way, where we now allow the operation of complementation as well as union, 
concatenation and Kleene star. More formally, we define: 
gsh,(@ = 0; 
gsh,V(u)=O if UEM; 
gsh,,,(EuF)=max (gsh,V(E), gsh,(F)); 
gsh,(EF)=max (gsh,(E), gsh.&)}; 
gsh,(E)=gsh,(E); 
gsh,(E*)=gsh,(E)+ 1. 
If A is a rational subset of M, we define gsh,(A) to be the minimum value of gsh,(E) 
over all rational expressions E representing A. 
In contrast to Theorem 7.3, it is an open question as to whether there exists 
a rational subset A of M = C* with gsh,(A)> 1; see [S, 321 for further details. As far as 
groups are concerned, however, we have the following result, which is based on an 
idea in [22]. 
Theorem 7.6. If G is a jinitely yeneruted yroup and TE.JA~/(G), then gsh,(T)=O. 
Proof. See [ 18, Korollar 1.3.51. 0 
For example, let F be the free group on a and b, Z = {a, a- ‘, b, b- ’ >, and let T be the 
subset {u’~: i>O} of F. If we consider Tas a subset of I*, it is known that gshZ*(T) = 1. 
On the other hand, we have that T= {I} u ((ubb- ‘u)~: i>O} as a subset of F, so that 
T is represented by the rational expression 
1 u[(ub$u$b-‘a)-i&ah-’ ubuub2ub-1bub-2uu3ub~1ubuu-‘)@j, 
and, therefore, gsh,( T) = 0. 
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